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Descriptive Inventory

SC 3155  HUGHES, Rebecca Lux, d. 1892

1 folder.  3 items.  1841-1844.  Originals.

SC2017.3.36

BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

SC  HUGHES, Rebecca Lux, 1841-1844
3155  d. 1892

Letters of Rebecca L. Hughes, Hagerstown, Maryland, to her cousin James Fitzhugh in Pleasant Grove (Ohio County), Kentucky. She thanks him for arranging certain land sales on behalf of her family, discusses their investment strategies, and laments the costs of a lawsuit brought by an uncle and cousin involving her grandfather and father. She also relates news of the Fenn, Hughes and Fitzhugh families.
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SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Fitzhugh, James, 1797-1863 – Letters to
Land transactions (Sale, purchases, transfers) – Ohio County
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